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Workshop 3 (from the Guide):

“The results of the second workshop will serve as the
basis for the third local workshop, aimed at
consolidating the local digital transformation strategy.
The third workshop will allow to consolidate the outputs
of each individual thematic group into a single strategy
document.”
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Digital City Challenge: Process and steps
Project timeline The digital transformation trajectory consists of four major steps
0

1
Preparation

• Prepare the City and
the expert team for
the provision of
advisory services

Digital vision
& ambition

• Determine city's
current digital maturity
level based on
– Self-assessment
tool
– Ongoing digital
initiatives
• Define a common
vision and ambition
for city's digital
transformation and
industrial
modernisation
• Create network of
relevant stakeholders
to be involved in
digital transformation

2

3
Strategy

• Develop a strategy
for digital
transformation and
industrial
modernisation
based on
– Vision and
ambition definition
– Existing policy
strategies
• Embed the strategy
among all
stakeholders of the
network

4 Monitoring
Roadmap

• Develop a detailed
roadmap for the
implementation of the
strategy
• Subdivide strategy
into project tasks and
define priorities
• Define the
governance and
strategic steering of
the strategy
• Identify potential
funding streams for
the implementation of
priority projects

Workshop 2 and 3

“The outcome of the workshop 2 will be an agreement on the
best strategy scenario for the territory”

& implementation
• Identify customised
performance
indicators
• Monitor the progress
of strategy
implementation

From step 1: Vision Statement

The mission of the digital transformation strategy of Sofia is to define a
series of actions strengthening the business ecosystem of the ICT in
Sofia in order:
(a) to develop and offer ICT solutions for the digital transformation of the
city;
(b) to identify and open markets for digital products and services, local,
national or global, and facilitate the access to these markets; and
(c) to support the local system of innovation for enabling the digital
transformation

From step 1: Ambition Statements
1. To open markets for ICT products and e-services in
various domains of the local economy and industry,
mainly

2a. To enable ICT companies of Sofia to engage in the
digital transformation of the city
• Offering appropriate products and e-services

• E-services for governance

• E-services suitable to utility organisations, energy, water

• Enhancing capabilities for making products and services
suitable for digital transformation.

• E-services for transport

• Moving companies upstream to higher added-value
• Developing e-services based on open data

3a. To sustain the digital transformation by improving the 3b. To enhance the skills of the local ICT labour market
local innovation system for funding, information services, and the startup ecosystem
brokerage and specialised services
• Improve skills in data science and analytics,
• Funding for digital infrastructure and ICT startups
mathematics, algorithms for AI optimisation,
programming, and software engineering.
• Providing business intelligence and business models
that may sustain the digital transformation
• Deploying the services and infrastructure of Sofia
Technology Park to ICT companies of Sofia

• Using the infrastructure of the Sofia Technology Park
and Labs for training (e.g. cyber-security, rapid
prototyping, 3D printing)
• Training on entrepreneurship and risk taking

Step 2: Ambition statements
SOFIA DCC STRATEGY BUILDING BLOCKS
General vision
statement

Ambition
statements

KPIs and targets
for ambition
statements

Operational
objectives

The mission of the digital transformation strategy of Sofia is to define a
series of actions strengthening the business ecosystem of the ICT in
order:
(a) to develop and offer solutions for the digital transformation of the city;
(b) to identify and open markets for digital products and services, local,
national or global, and facilitate the access to these markets; and
(c) To support the local system of innovation with funding and skills that
enables the digital transformation.

THE THEMATIC STATEMENTS OF
AMBITION ARE MODIFIED AND
GROUPED PER SECTOR OF
DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION. EACH
SECTOR CONNETCS THE THREE
PRECONDITIONS OF DIGITAL
TRANFORMATION: DEMAND –
SUPPLY – INNOVATION SYSTEM
CONDITIONS

Enable all companies
of the ICT cluster in
Sofia to engage in the
digital transformation
of the economy.
Strengthen the
innovation capacity of
ICT companies.

Open the
market for eservices in
government.

Open the market
for e-services in
energy and
water.

Open the
market for eservices in
transport.

KPIs : baseline and
targets

KPIs : baseline
and targets

KPIs : baseline
and targets

KPIs : baseline
and targets

001.1

002.1

002.2

002.3

Open markets for digital services in key
sectors of the local economy

002.4

003.1

003.2

003.3

003.4

004.1

004.2

004.3

Support the digital
transformation of the
start-up ecosystem by
ICT e-services and
processes for funding,
tech skills, and market
access.

KPIs : baseline and
targets

004.4

005.1

005.2

005.3

Step 2: Strategy definition - objectives
What is an Operational Objective (OO)?
Short-term goal whose attainment moves an organization towards achieving its strategic or long-term goals.
Peter Drucker suggested that operational objectives should be SMART, which means Specific, Measurable,
Achievable, Realistic, and Time constrained.
Operational objectives may include the following
• Improving education and skills, whether it’s basic or secondary education, academic or practical
• Improving access to capital for certain groups, including businesses
• Improving infrastructure to enable the deployment of digital technologies, and enhance the fluidity of data
sharing and generation
• Improving the stock and dissemination of data with a value for economic activity
• Improving innovative capacity within the city to ensure knowledge flows between knowledge generators and
knowledge users, in light of developing practical solutions based on the use of digital technologies. This
includes support of the creation of new innovative firms which either based their products on the use of
digital solutions, or develop digital solutions themselves.
• Enhancing market openness to create fertile ground for the development and uptake of innovations based on
the use of digital technologies, as well as to ensure a level playing ground between incumbents and up and
coming firms
• Improve labour market regulation to make it easier to attract and retain talent in cities
• Support the development of local clusters of related and supporting industries in the digital sector in order to
promote dynamism and productivity gains

Step 2: Strategy definition - objectives
CLUSTER THEORY
 Supply and supply chain
 Demand / markets
 Strategy of companies

EVOLUTIONARY ECONOMIC
GEOGRAPHY
 Wider system of innovation.
Networks of R&D-FUND-PRODMARKET MAKING
 Related diversification
 Contribution of institutions

PLATFORM-BASED GROWTH
 Platforms for growth
 Company over company
 Disruptive innovation over
platform

KEY DRIVERS of GROWTH

Local demand

Products to
markets: existing
and new based on
diversification of
existing

Products to be
offered over
platforms (in
collaboration)

Enable small
companies to
develop
competitive
strategies

Contribution of
institutions:
infrastructures,
skills, funds,
platforms

Step 2: Strategy definition - objectives

https://openknowledge.worldbank.org/bitstream/handle/10986/28341/9781464811609.pdf

Step 2: Strategy definition – scenario building and prioritization of objectives

Source:
http://forlearn.jrc.ec.europa.eu/guide/4_methodolog
y/meth_scenario.htm

BARCELONA

ESPOO

HAMBURG

2. The outcomes of the 1st strategy workshop

Sofia ICT ecosystem: Drivers for digital transformation and growth
Organisations,
services,
potential eservices
ENERGY - WATER
Organisations,
services,
potential eservices

ICT ECOSYSTEM
of Sofia
Supply - Products

Markets - Demand

TRANSPORT
Organisations,
services,
potential eservices

ICT startups

Externalities – Infrastructure fields for public policy

DIGITAL
INFRASTRUCTURE
(IoT, Blockchain, Open
data, e-Platforms)

INNOVATION FUNDING
PUBLIC – ESIF- PPP

SKILLS NEEDED AT THE
SUPPLY AND DEMAND
SIDES

BUSINESS MODELS TO
BALANCE SUPPLY AND
DEMAND

DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION

GOVERNMENT

RIS3 Sofia: Objectives for the ICT sector
Human Capital:
o Support for educational institutions in the ICT sector

Capacity building and market access:
o Sofia to be the host of at least one globally recognised annual platform, to which to attract investors,
entrepreneurs, government officials, researchers, and inventors.
o Support for the formation of a centre for excellence in both the ICT and the creative industries.
o Attracting of leading investors from the sector to invest in R&D
o Development of ICT scientific and innovation infrastructure.
o Effective implementation of ICT products in all spheres of social and economic life.
o Promotion of international collaboration through attracting doctoral students from outside of EU;
organisation of international conferences and forums.
o Creation of centres for innovation which have non-commercial purposes.
Financial capital:
o Establishment of new mechanisms for incubation and financing (particularly in the early stages)
o Combination of financing with commercial mentoring
o Attract / encourage international funds for risk capital investment to locate in Sofia
Digital technologies:
o Development of normative and non-financial stimuli for technological modernisation of the production
sector

DCC: Digital transformation of GOVERNMENT
Markets and demand

Products

Products over

-Organisations in the market
-Services offered – most important
-Need of digital services

-Diversify existing
products
-New products to
be created

platform for
digital
transformation

Public policy for externalities and hard
and soft infrastructures to be created by
public institutions

(Infrastructure and data)
OO1.1: To develop e-services in the
areas of current services provision by
the municipality (in order of
hierarchy): (1) administration
services, (2) primary education, (3)
culture and tourism, (4) city planning
and construction control, social care,
green systems and forestry, local
taxes and payments.
OO1.2: To select the best trajectory
for e-service adoption by the city
government: (1) public procurement,
(2) co-production PPPs, (3) pilots and
scale-up

OO1.3: To build e-services using existing
technologies and software components,
such as (1) registries, (2) CMS, (3)
procurement platforms

OO1.6: To offer open datasets of the public
administration and create datasets in collaboration
with city stakeholders

OO1.4: To develop and offer off the shelf
ICT applications and solutions for egovernment (R&D support for e-services)
(+)
OO1.5: To develop the innovation capacity
of ICT companies to design new
applications and solutions (Centre of
excellence in the ICT / attract investors )

OO1.7: To transform internal processes and breakdown silos in the public administration related to the
provision of e-services

(Institutional change)

(E-Platforms and skills)
OO1.8: To improve e-skills (1) internal in the public
administration to use and manage platforms for eservices, (2) external in the city population to use eservices and online forms
OO1.9: To host a recognised annual platform, to
which to attract investors (RIS3 Sofia)
OO1.10: To support educational institutions in the ICT
sector / attraction doctoral students (RIS3 Sofia)

DCC: Digital transformation of UTILITIES – ENERGY & WATER
Markets and demand

Products

Products over

-Organisations in the market
-Services offered – most important
-Need of digital services

-Diversify existing
products
-New products to
be created

platform for
digital
transformation

Public policy for externalities and hard
and soft infrastructures to be created by
public institutions

(Infrastructure and data)
OO2.1: To develop e-services in areas
such as: (1) energy and water saving,
(2) optimisation of public lighting, (3)
smart metering, (4) environmental
monitoring, (5) demand prediction,
(6) identification of water leakage
and energy loss incidents.
OO2.2: To change the mindset of (1)
the public administration, (2)
customers and users, in adopting
smart meters and sensor-based
solutions for optimisation and (3)
adopt behaviours for energy / water
saving.

OO2.3: To build e-services using existing
technologies and software components,
such as (1) software for monitoring, (2)
software for optimisation, (3) software for
sensor-based automation, (4) software for
maintenance and prediction, (5) GIS.
OO2.4: To develop and offer off the shelf
ICT applications and solutions for energy
and water management

OO2.6: In the long run, develop renewable energy
sources and infrastructure for energy storage
+ coherence in the development of physical and
digital infrastructures
OO2.7: To offer open datasets concerning energy and
water use (1) in public premises, and (2) in the city.

(E-Platforms)
OO2.8: To develop platforms that address the entire
<energy-water> mix

OO2.5: To develop the innovation capacity
of ICT companies to design new
(Skills and business models)
applications and solutions - (Centre of
OO2.9: To develop proper business models for eexcellence in the ICT / attract investors)
utilities

DCC: Digital transformation of TRANSPORT
Markets and demand

Products

Products over

-Organisations in the market
-Services offered – most important
-Need of digital services

-Diversify existing
products
-New products to
be created

platform for
digital
transformation

Public policy for externalities and hard
and soft infrastructures to be created by
public institutions

(Infrastructure and data)
OO3.1: To develop e-services for
transport / green mobility in areas
such as: (1) traffic flow monitoring in
real time, (2) traffic emissions
monitoring, (3) parking in the city, (4)
usage of vehicles, (5) mobility as a
service, (6) ticketing, (7) micrologistics in the city, (8) user
satisfaction from public transport

OO3.3: To build e-services using existing
technologies and software components,
such as (1) software for monitoring, (2)
software for optimisation, (3) software for
sensor-based automation, (4) software for
maintenance and prediction, (5) GIS.

OO3.2: To use transport related eservices by private organisations
(taxi, parking, transport hubs). Private companies providing
solutions and e-services to both endusers and public authorities

OO3.8: To develop platforms for car pooling and car
OO3.5: To develop the innovation capacity sharing that reduce car ownership and individual use
of ICT companies to design new
applications and solutions (Centre of
(Skills and business models)
excellence in the ICT / attract investors)
OO3.9: To apply flexible pricing models to encourage
the use of public transport

OO3.4: To develop and offer off the shelf
ICT applications and solutions for
transport and green mobility

OO3.6: To develop infrastructure for
- smart traffic lights
- sensors for air pollution
- parking sensors, traffic sensors
- traffic control system
OO3.7: To offer open datasets concerning mobility in
the city.

(E-Platforms)

DCC: Digital transformation of STARTUP ecosystem
Markets and demand

Products

Products over

-Organisations in the market
-Services offered – most important
-Need of digital services

-Diversify existing
products
-New products to
be created

platform for
digital
transformation

Public policy for externalities and hard
and soft infrastructures to be created by
public institutions

(Infrastructure)
OO 4.1: To establish new mechanisms for incubation
and financing (particularly in the early stages) (RIS3
Sofia)

(Funding)
OO 4.2: To encourage international funds for risk
capital to locate in Sofia (RIS3 Sofia)

(E-Platforms)
OO 4.3: To develop an e-platform that connects
startups to investors

(Skills and business models)
OO 4.4: To offer university education in
entrepreneurship, STEM, and interdisciplinary
engineering and informatics
OO 4.5: To change the mentality of young people
about startups creation and scale-up

DCC: Long List of Operational Objectives
OO
OO 1.1
OO 1.2
OO 1.3
OO 1.4
OO 1.6
OO 1.7
OO 1.8
OO 1.9
OO 1.10
OO 2.1
OO 2.2
OO 2.3
OO 2.4
OO 2.5
OO 2.6
OO 2.7
OO 2.8
OO 2.9
OO 3.1
OO 3.2
OO 3.3
OO 3.4
OO 3.5
OO 3.6
OO 3.7
OO 3.8
OO 3.9
OO 4.1
OO 4.2
OO 4.3
OO 4.4
OO 4.5

Description

Potential impact area

To develop e-services in areas of e-government
To select the best trajectory for e-service adoption
To build e-services using existing software
To develop off the shelf apps for e-government
To offer open datasets of the public administration
To transform processes and break-down silos in PA
To improve e-skills, internal in the PA and external
To host a recognised annual platform to attract investors
To support for educational institutions in the ICT sector
To develop e-services in areas of energy and water
To change the mindset of PA / users on smart meters
To build e-services using existing software
To develop off the shelf apps for energy and water
To develop the innovation capacity to design apps
To develop infra for renewable energy & storage
To offer open datasets concerning energy /water use
To develop platforms for the entire <energy-water> mix
To develop proper business models for e-utilities
To develop e-services for transport / green mobility
To use e-transport services by private organisations
To build e-services using existing software
To develop off the shelf apps for e-transport
To develop the innovation capacity to design apps
To develop infrastructure for smart traffic lights
To offer open datasets concerning mobility in city
To develop platforms for car-pooling / car-sharing
To apply flexible pricing models to public transport
To establish new mechanisms for incubation / financing
To encourage international funds for risk capital to locate
To develop an e-platform for startups & investors
To offer HEI education in entrepreneurship & STEM
To change the mentality on startup creation /scale-up

CITY POLICY
PILOT PROJECTS
MODULAR E-SERVICES
COMPANY INVESTMENT
CITY POLICY
CITY POLICY
TRAINING
CITY POLICY
TRAINING
CITY POLICY
CAMPAIGN
MODULAR E-SERVICES
COMPANY INVESTMENT
COMPANY COMPETENCE
FUNDING
CITY POLICY
CITY POLICY
TRAINING
CITY POLICY
COMPANY INVSTMENT
MODULAR E-SERVICES
COMPANY INVESTMENT
COMPANY COMPETENCE
CITY POLICY
CITY POLICY
INVESTMENT
CITY POLICY
CITY POLICY
CITY POLICY
CITY POLICY
HEI EDUCATION
CAMPAIGN

IMPACT

FEASIBILITY

HIGH
HIGH
HIGH
HIGH
LOW
HIGH
LOW
HIGH
HIGH
HIGH
HIGH
HIGH
HIGH
HIGH
HIGH
LOW
HIGH
HIGH
HIGH
HIGH
HIGH
HIGH
HIGH
LOW
LOW
HIGH
LOW
HIGH
HIGH
LOW
HIGH
HIGH

HIGH
HIGH
HIGH
HIGH
HIGH
LOW
LOW
HIGH
LOW
HIGH
HIGH
HIGH
HIGH
HIGH
LOW
HIGH
LOW
HIGH
HIGH
HIGH
HIGH
HIGH
LOW
HIGH
HIGH
LOW
HIGH
LOW
LOW
HIGH
LOW
LOW

3. Validation of scenarios, operational objectives, and KPIs
Digital transformation of government
Digital transformation of utilities – energy and water
Digital transformation of transport
Digital transformation of the ICT startup ecosystem

DCC: Prioritization of Operational Objectives – Select high impact & high feasibility

POTENTIAL IMPACT

High

1.5

1.7

2.5

2.6

3.5

3.8

4.1

4.2

1.9

1.1
0

4.4

1.4

1.3

1.2

1.1

2.8

2.4

2.3

2.2

2.1

2.9

3.4

3.3

3.2

3.1

High

4.5

1.6

1.8

2.7
3.6

3.9

3.7

4.3

Low

High

FEASIBILITY

DCC: Digital transformation of GOVERNMENT
Validated Operational Objectives

Preconditions of success

• Prioritize collectively Operational Objectives
• Define preconditions of success for OO selected
• Define KPIs Markets and demand
Products

Products over

Indicative actions

Public policy for externalities and hard
and soft infrastructures to be created by
public institutions

-Organisations in the market
-Services offered – most important
-Need of digital services

-Diversify existing
products
-New products to
be created

OO1.1: To develop e-services in the
areas of current services provision by
the municipality (in order of
hierarchy): (1) administration
services, (2) primary education, (3)
culture and tourism, (4) city planning
and construction control, social care,
green systems and forestry, local
taxes and payments.

OO1.5: To develop the innovation capacity OO1.6: To offer open datasets of the public
of ICT companies to design new
administration and create datasets in collaboration
applications and solutions (Centre of
with city stakeholders
excellence in the ICT / attract investors )

platform for
digital
transformation

(Infrastructure and data)

(Institutional change)

OO1.7: To transform internal processes and breakdown silos in the public administration related to the
provision of e-services

(E-Platforms and skills)
OO1.8: To improve e-skills (1) internal in the public
administration to use and manage platforms for eservices, (2) external in the city population to use eservices and online forms

DCC: Digital transformation of GOVERNMENT

KPIs
Name

Calculation

1

Number of ICT companies offering egovernment services and products

-Number of companies
-Percentage in total ICT companies

2

Employment of ICT companies offering -Number of employees
e-government services and products
-Percentage in total ICT employment

3

E-gov. services coverage

-Percentage of population using online
government services

4

Number of e-services by the city

Number (or percentage) of e-services for
government.

DCC: Digital transformation of UTILITIES – ENERGY & WATER
Validated Operational Objectives

Preconditions of success

• Prioritize collectively Operational Objectives
• Define preconditions of success for OO selected
• Define KPIs
Markets and demand

Products

Products over

-Organisations in the market
-Services offered – most important
-Need of digital services

-Diversify existing
products
-New products to
be created

platform for
digital
transformation

Indicative actions

Public policy for externalities and hard
and soft infrastructures to be created by
public institutions

(Infrastructure and data)
OO2.1: To develop e-services in areas
such as: (1) energy and water saving,
(2) optimisation of public lighting, (3)
smart metering, (4) environmental
monitoring, (5) demand prediction, (6)
identification of water leakage and
energy loss incidents.

OO2.2: To change the mindset of (1)
the public administration, (2)
customers and users, in adopting
smart meters and sensor-based
solutions for optimisation and (3)
adopt behaviours for energy / water
saving.

OO2.6: In the long run, develop renewable energy
sources and infrastructure for energy storage
+ coherence in the development of physical and
digital infrastructures

(Skills and business models)
OO2.9: To develop proper business models for eutilities

DCC: Digital transformation of UTILITIES – ENERGY & WATER

KPIs
Name

Calculation

1

Number of ICT companies offering eservices for energy and water
management

-Number of companies
-Percentage in total ICT companies

2

Number of utility service providers
that offer online services

-Number of utility organisations
-Percentage in total utility organisations

3

Coverage

-Percentage of population using utility eservices

4

Number of e-services in the energy
and water domain

Number of e-services

DCC: Digital transformation of TRANSPORT
Validated Operational Objectives

Preconditions of success

Indicative actions

• Prioritize collectively Operational Objectives
• Define preconditions of success for OO selected
• Define KPIs
Markets and demand

Products

Products over

-Organisations in the market
-Services offered – most important
-Need of digital services

-Diversify existing
products
-New products to
be created

platform for
digital
transformation

Public policy for externalities and hard
and soft infrastructures to be created by
public institutions

OO3.10 of solutions / data / providers
OO3.1: To develop e-services for
transport / green mobility in areas
such as: (1) traffic flow monitoring in
real time, (2) traffic emissions
monitoring, (3) parking in the city, (4)
usage of vehicles, (5) mobility as a
service, (6) ticketing, (7) micrologistics in the city, (8) user
satisfaction from public transport

(E-Platforms)
OO3.8: To develop platforms for car pooling and car
sharing that reduce car ownership and individual use

(Skills and business models)
OO3.9: To apply flexible pricing models to encourage
the use of public transport

DCC: Digital transformation of TRANSPORT

KPIs
Name

Calculation

1

Number of ICT companies offering etransport services

-Number of companies
-Percentage in total ICT companies

2

Number of transport service providers
that offer online services

-Number of transport organisations
-Percentage in total transport organisations

3

Coverage

-Percentage of population using e-transport
services

DCC: Digital transformation of STARTUP ecosystem
Validated Operational Objectives

Preconditions of success

• Prioritize collectively Operational Objectives
• Define preconditions of success for OO selected
• Define KPIs
Markets and demand

Products

Products over

-Organisations in the market
-Services offered – most important
-Need of digital services

-Diversify existing
products
-New products to
be created

platform for
digital
transformation

Indicative actions

Public policy for externalities and hard
and soft infrastructures to be created by
public institutions

(Funding)
OO 4.1: To establish new mechanisms for incubation
and financing (particularly in the early stages);
encourage international funds for risk capital to locate
in Sofia

(E-Platforms)
OO 4.2: To develop e-platforms that connect startups
to markets and governments

(Skills and business models)
OO 4.3: To offer university education and technology
skill in STEM, interdisciplinary engineering and
informatics, and entrepreneurship.

DCC: Digital transformation of STARTUP ecosystem

KPIs
Name

Calculation

1

Number of ICT startups created
annually

-Number of ICT startups
-Percentage in total startups

2

Employment of ICT startups created
annually

-Number of employees in ICT startups
-Percentage in total startup employment

3

Number of ICT start-ups within all
start-ups

-Percentage of ICT start-ups in total number
of start-ups annually

